Pearson Interactive Labs

Today's students demand innovation, they actually expect it. Pearson Interactive Labs meets students where they are with a next-generation online learning experience in a safe environment that promotes active learning.

Learning science research has shown that establishing a story *before* introducing skills and concepts allows learners to see the relevance of each lab activity.

That's why each lab starts with a real-world scenario, encouraging students to feel more connected to the material.

Each lab focuses on the process of science. Students practice developing a hypothesis, set up and perform an experiment, and use critical thinking to draw conclusions from their data.

Students are encouraged to learn through active experiences that help them retain information and recall facts.

Students also identify fundamental misconceptions, creating opportunities to make mistakes with live remediation and feedback, giving them all the benefits of just-in-time learning.

Our labs also allow students the flexibility to fit learning into their busy lifestyle with the ease of 24/7 access from anywhere. No lab equipment needed.

To find out more about how Interactive Labs can help your students, visit our website.